
Attendance, Resources & PD Clock Hours

• You must stay on the whole time- 1.5 hours- to receive credit

• YOU print your certificate through ADE Connect (see image)- please 
wait 24-48 hours of webinar before printing certificates

• AFTER WEBINAR- Survey & follow-up email from ADE

WELCOME! 
Please review this information while we wait for all to join!
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• Explore how to engage students with a phenomenon to launch a learning 

sequence that incorporates the Science & Engineering Practice (SEP) of 

Developing & Using Models and two Crosscutting Concepts (patterns and 

scale, proportion & quantity)

• Explore a few digital strategies to help students to develop, revise, and 
use models based on evidence to construct explanations. 

• Deepen understanding of what the SEP of Developing & Using Models 
incorporates and how it relates to the AZ Science Standards

WHAT, HOW, WHY



• We honor each other and all our voices

• We actively and respectfully listen and speak to one 
another

• We commit to the group by contributing 
to the learning of others through active  
participation in this web seminar.

Community Norms/Shared Agreements

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



economically disadvantaged
English learners

gifted and talented

students with disabilities

students with different cultures

race and ethnicity

Access to Science Literacy for ALL Students

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



 

• Phenomena

• Science and Engineering Practices 

• Student Ideas

• Classroom Norms

Lesson Design for Sensemaking

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



1. Asking questions (for science)

 and defining problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science)  and 

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Science & Engineering Practices

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



I know this SEP: 
Developing & 
Using Models  

exists

I can engage  my 
students in the 

SEP: Developing & 
Using Models

 I can confidently  
engage my 

students in the 
SEP: Developing & 

Using Models

Where do you fall on this spectrum?

A B C D E

Science & Engineering Practice (SEP): 
Developing & Using Models

Adapted from NSTA’s Webinar- Transforming Science Learning: Acting, Thinking and Talking as Scientists. Engaging Students in Science and Engineering Practices on 8/12/20



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson Website

#3 in Dashboard



#Going3Dw/GRC 5th Grade Lesson

#3 in Dashboard

Performances

Blue = Science & 
Engineering 

Practices

Green = 
Crosscutting 

Concepts



Arizona 2018 Science Standards & AzSS vs. NGSS Planning Guide

#4 in Dashboard



Arizona Science Standards in Lesson

Connected Arizona Science Standard



Arizona Science Standards in Lesson
Connected Arizona Science Standard

Science & Engineering 
Practice(s)

Crosscutting 
Concepts



Arizona Science Standards in Lesson



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson
Instructional Sequencing for Gathering, Reasoning, 

and Communicating (GRC) for Students
1. Engage students in sensemaking with 

phenomenon. 
2. Provide opportunities for students to gather 

information and data. 
3. Allow students to reason through their 

explanations while you serve as the conversation 
facilitator. 

4. Students communicate their reasoning to self and 
others. 

5. Students will apply this learning beyond the 
classroom. 



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson

Phenomena Based Science Learning

Engage students in observing 
phenomena and provide students 

the opportunity to develop 
meaningful questions to investigate 

the causes of the phenomena.  

Students will gather information and 
data which they will use to support 

their explanations. Students will also 
reason to analyze data to use as 
evidence and communicate their 

findings. 

Motivate students to apply their 
knowledge of science to make 

sense of other phenomena, 
outside of the classroom. 



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson

#3 in Dashboard



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



Gathering



Gathering



Gathering
As a group, you will gather information 

together regarding what you know 
about what causes some stars to 
be/appear brighter than others. 

Please elect someone in your group to 
record and another person to share. 

#5 in Dashboard



Gathering



Obtaining and Evaluating Information



Stellarium

Click on “Try the Web 
Version” to access the 

open source 
planetarium. 

#6 in Dashboard



Stellarium

Using search, type in Sirius and click 
on the box that appears, taking you to 

information on the star. 

Gather information 
from the Magnitude 
and Distance fields. 

Obtain the information and evaluate 
the information. What patterns do 

you notice? How does scale, 
proportion, and quantity relate in this 

task?



Obtaining and Evaluating Information
As a group, you will obtain and 
evaluate information from the 

Stellarium App or website on the 
effect of the star’s distance from Earth 

and it’s apparent brightness. 

Please elect someone in your group to 
record and another person to share. 

Start by looking for Sirius and 
Arcturus and collect data on the 
distance (LY or light years) and 

apparent brightness 
(magnitude).



Obtaining and Evaluating Information
As a group, you will gather information 

together regarding what you know 
about what causes some stars to 
be/appear brighter than others. 

Please elect someone in your group to 
record and another person to share. 

#7 in Dashboard



Obtaining and Evaluating Information



What did we learn from the data?
Think about the information that you and your 
group obtained and evaluated from Stellarium.

1. The pattern I notice is _______ because 
_________. 
2. I can use this pattern in an explanation by 
_________. 
3. From this pattern _______ I predict that 
_________ because ________. 
4. In this science idea scale is important 
because _________. 

What do we know from the data we collected? What 
does this all mean?

Science & Engineering 
Practice(s)

Crosscutting 
Concepts

#8 in Dashboard



Modeling



Modeling
As a group, you will develop a model 
to show how the scale of the distance 

to stars affect the apparent brightness. 

Please elect someone in your group to 
record and another person to share. 

Group 1: 
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1fJjm_co5qIWAu7t_gGVPbirOXAUlvp2WbF
1pw3Tz1ZA/edit?usp=sharing 

Group 2: 
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1wuHa0SJqkF5KdcZlx3M7ttydzwh5mu3QV
GXx9nnQp1U/edit?usp=sharing 

Group 3:
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/143DEiMJl5UjLj1zN509MihB9FF4axfC5QoD
zcWu_3Ow/edit?usp=sharing 

Group 4:
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1xB2_OmjQXiAXMBsuTDLCJGSuVH9Q84jf7
ZD7CcF5Un0/edit?usp=sharing 

Group 5:
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/12gC8pLSbVwS1JtTRYgdVRl1cF98696xEgk3
z0-Qs0VU/edit?usp=sharing 

Group 6:
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1c5MKuAbK_FSpKZIX1tV49QDWoxmSv7ep
F_cNkEL9ovI/edit?usp=sharing 

#9 in Dashboard

Science & Engineering 
Practice(s)

Crosscutting 
Concepts

https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1fJjm_co5qIWAu7t_gGVPbirOXAUlvp2WbF1pw3Tz1ZA/edit?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1c5MKuAbK_FSpKZIX1tV49QDWoxmSv7epF_cNkEL9ovI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1c5MKuAbK_FSpKZIX1tV49QDWoxmSv7epF_cNkEL9ovI/edit?usp=sharing


#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson

#10 in Dashboard

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16Ptl6vvCowuf85VBIfQl8C879U87C2nw/preview


Reasoning



Reasoning



Reasoning

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1maHrAS2urm15qSWbcWuluoBRpHwtxjVj/preview


Reasoning



Reasoning
Google Jamboard

#12 in Dashboard



Reasoning



Communicating



#Going3Dw/GRC Lesson



What about the Science & Engineering Practices?

Find and open 
this resource

Vertical Progressions Document

 #13 in Dashboard

https://www.azed.gov/sites/default/files/2019/04/SEPS%20Progression%20Matrix%20of%20Elements.pdf?id=5ca3a43c1dcb250bacfab550


Elements: 
Specific pieces of  
knowledge and skill 
that make up the 
practice at each 
grade band.

SEP: 
Developing and 
Using Models

Increasing sophistication



Which element of the 
Developing & Using Models 

science and  engineering 
practice did we engage with? 

Developing & Using Models

B

A
C



What the Modeling Practice is NOT

p. 116

NOT art projects that merely translate a two-dimensional image 
into a three-dimensional depiction or words into a drawing

NOT representations that only ask students to identify the parts of a 
system. These are not models unless they also depict relationships 

between the parts and can be used in an explanatory context.

NOT students using a computer simulation to gather information 
without paying attention to underlying mechanisms-for example- 

tracking what conditions plants need to grow (light vs. no light, 
soil vs. no soil) or using a food web simulation that just shows 

who eats whom. 

X

X

X



Attendance, Resources & PD Clock Hours

• You must stay on the whole time- 1.5 hours- to receive credit

• YOU print your certificate through ADE Connect (see image)- please 
wait 24-48 hours of webinar before printing certificates

• AFTER WEBINAR- Survey & follow-up email from ADE

REMINDER! 
Please review this information while we wait for all to join!



What questions do you 
have?

Use a strategy called “stack”- helps build a 
virtual “line” or stack

Thank you for sharing this space with us!

Rebecca Garelli l Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov 

mailto:Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov

